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We analyze the structure of nontrivial totally ordered connected topological
 .semigroups S, q, Q , and prove that they are homeomorphic, algebraically iso-
 . .morphic, and isotonic to one of the following continua: a, ` , q, F ,
w . .  .  . .  x .  .  .a, ` , q, F , a G 0 y`, b , q, F , y`, b , q, F , b F 0 or R, q, F , all
considered as subsets of the totally ordered group of additive real numbers
 .endowed with the usual Euclidean topology. We conclude with a general study
about the continuity in the representation of topological totally ordered semi-
groups through additive real-valued order-preserving homomorphisms. Q 1997
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
This paper is devoted to the study of the representation of a structure of
a totally ordered semigroup by means of an order-preserving real-valued
homomorphism.
A glance at the existing literature shows that for the particular case of
w xtranslation-in¨ ariant groups, the problem was analyzed and solved in 8 by
Holder, who proved that a characteristic condition for the existence of anÈ
 .  .order-preserving homomorphism u : G, q, Q ª R, q, F , where
 .G, q, Q is a totally ordered group, is the satisfaction of the Archimedean
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property. A related question is the analysis of topological conditions on
 .G, q, Q that force this structure to be representable by means of an
 .  .order-preserving homomorphism or additi¨ e utility function into R, q, F .
 .Among the topologies that one may consider on G, q, Q the most
natural one is the order-topology. A subbasis for this topology is given by
 .  . 4  . the family S s ¤ , a ; b, ª ; a, b g G where ¤ , a s x g G; x $
4  .  4a , and similarly b, ª s x g G; b $ x . With respect to this order-
topology, a group endowed with a translation-invariant total ordering,
 .G, q, Q , is always topological, that is, the map f : G = G ª G defined
 .  w x.by f a, b s a y b is continuous as regards the order-topology see 12 .
Thus, the main question is to find topological conditions which imply the
 .Archimedeaness of a totally ordered group G, q, Q . In this direction,
w xand working on topological groups, Montgomery 11 proved that if G is a
connected, locally compact, one dimensional topological group which is not
compact, then G is isomorphic with the additi¨ e group of all real numbers.
w xMontgomery's results were completed by Iseki 9 , who proved that if a
 .nontri¨ ial totally ordered group G, q, Q is connected as regards the order-
topology, then it is locally compact, one-dimensional, and not compact.
Therefore G is isomorphic to the additi¨ e group of real numbers. It follows
from Iseki's result that connectedness implies Archimedeaness on totally
ordered groups. However, Iseki, even proving Holder's theorem in anÈ
alternative way, does not make explicit mention to this crucial fact.
w xIn the general case of totally ordered semigroups, Alimov 1 , and De
w xMiguel et al. 6 , found Archimedean-like conditions that characterize the
additive representability. Nevertheless, in those works there is no mention
either to topological conditions that imply the additive representability or
to the continuity of the representations achieved. This remark motivates
our work: The objecti¨ e of the present paper is the analysis of two natural
questions for totally ordered semigroups, namely the study of topological
conditions that imply the existence of additi¨ e utility functions and the continu-
ity of the additi¨ e utility representations that may appear. Comparing with
groups, we shall show that the general behaviour of totally ordered
semigroups is now quite different.
Let us introduce now the main definitions and pre¨ious results.
 .Let X, Q be a totally ordered set. The notation x $ y will mean
 .  . ! y Q x . We say that X, Q is representable respectively, pseudo-repre-
.sentable if there exists a map u: X ª R such that x Q y if and only if
 .  .   .  ..u x F u y respectively, x Q y « u x F u y , for every x, y g X. The
 .map u is said to be a utility function respectively, a pseudo-utility for Q .
 .A totally ordered set X, Q is Dedekind complete if every nonempty
 .bounded above subset of X has a supremum. We say that X, Q is
without gaps if for every a, b g X, a $ b, there exists c g X such that
 .a $ c $ b. It is well known that, endowed with the order-topology, X, Q
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is connected if and only if it is Dedekind complete and without gaps. See
w x .2, Theorem 14, p. 243 .
 .A semigroup S, q is a set S endowed with an associative binary
operation, denoted ``q.'' A semigroup S having a null element is said to
be a monoid. If each element of a monoid S has an inverse then S is said
 .to be a group. A semigroup S, q endowed with a total ordering Q is
said to be a totally ordered semigroup if the ordering Q is translation-
in¨ariant i.e., x Q y m x q z Q y q z m z q x Q z q y for every x, y, z g
.  .S . Given a totally ordered semigroup S, q, Q , an element x g S is said
 . to be positi¨ e respectively, negati¨ e when x $ x q x respectively, when
.x q x $ x . Notice that, by translation-invariance, an element x g S is
 . positive respectively, negative if and only y $ x q y respectively, x q y
.  .$ y for every y g S. The set of positive respectively, negative elements
 . qof S is said to be the positi¨ e respectively: negati¨ e cone of S, denoted S
 y.respectively, S . A simple exercise shows that these cones are stable.
 .A totally ordered semigroup S, q, Q is said to be:
 .  .i positi¨ e respectively, negati¨ e if it consists only of positive
 .respectively, negative elements.
 .  .ii additi¨ ely representable respectively, pseudo-representable if there
 .exists a utility respectively, pseudo-utility function u for Q that is an
  .  .  . .homomorphism i.e., u x q y s u x q u y , for every x, y g S . The
associated function u is said to be an additi¨ e utility respectively, pseudo-
.utility function.
 .A positive semigroup S, q, Q is said to be:
 .i Archimedean if for every x, y g S with x $ y, there exists
n times .n g N such that y $ n. x, n. x s x q ??? q x ,
 .ii super-Archimedean if for every x, y g S such that x $ y there
 .exists n g N such that n q 1 . x $ n. y,
 .  w x.iii sol¨ able see 10 if for every x, y g S with x $ y there exist
z, t g S such that x q z s y and t q x s y.
 . A totally ordered semigroup S, q, Q is called Archimedean respec-
. q tively, super-Archimedean if its positive cone S is Archimedean respec-
. ytively, super-Archimedean and its negative cone S is Archimedean
 .respectively, super-Archimedean as regards the converse order Qo p
 .defined by x Q y m y Q x x, y g S .o p
 .Remark 1. Notice that for a totally ordered group G, q, Q it was
enough to define the property of Archimedeaness only for positive ele-
ments, due to the existence of the inverse yx of an element x. When
dealing with semigroups it is not true, in general, that the Archimedeaness
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of one of its cones implies the Archimedeaness of the other. For instance,
w . .consider the semigroup 0, q` = R, q, Q with the sum ``q'' definedL
 .coordinatewise, and the lexicographic ordering Q defined a, b QL L
 . yc, d if a - c or a s c, b F d. In this semigroup S is Archimedean but
Sq is not Archimedean.
In the case of totally ordered groups, the existence of an additi¨ e representa-
tion was characterized by Holder by means of the satisfaction of theÈ
 w x .Archimedean property. See 1, 8 . However, in the case of semigroups
Archimedeaness is not good enough to guarantee the additive repre-
sentability: Consider, for instance, the lexicographic open half-plane
 . .0, q` = R, q, Q where the sum ``q'' is defined coordinatewiseL
 wand Q is the lexicographic ordering. It is well known see, e.g., 2,L
x.pp. 200]201 that the above structure does not admit a utility function,
even non-additive. Thus, in order to characterize additive representability
of totally ordered semigroups a new condition, stronger than
wArchimedeaness, is needed. Some such conditions appear introduced in 1,
x6 . The main result, that constitutes a characterization of additive repre-
sentability of semigroups, is given through the next theorem.
THEOREM 1.
 .a The following statements are equi¨ alent for a positi¨ e totally ordered
 .semigroup S, q, Q :
 .  .i S, q, Q is additi¨ ely representable,
 .  .ii S, q, Q is super-Archimedean.
 .  .b A semigroup S, q, Q is additi¨ ely representable if and only if its
positi¨ e and negati¨ e cones are additi¨ ely representable.
w xProof. See 6 .
 .  .A topological semigroup S, q, t is a semigroup S, q endowed with a
 .topology t that makes continuous the binary operation ``q'': x, y g S =
 .S ¬ x q y g S. A totally ordered semigroup S, q, Q is said to be a
topological totally ordered semigroup if the binary operation ``q'' is continu-
ous with respect to the order-topology on S.
 .  .A topological group G, q, t is a group G, q endowed with a topology
t that makes continuous the binary operations ``q'': G = G ª G, and
 .inv: G ª G, given by inv x s yx, for every x g G.
Remark 2. Any totally ordered group is a topological group as regards the
w xorder-topology. The proof appears in 12 . However, not e¨ery totally ordered
semigroup is topological.
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w . w .EXAMPLE 1. Let S s 2, 3 j 4, q` , with the usual addition and
 .ordering of R. Consider the interval 7, 9 , neighbourhood of 8 s 4 q 4.
 .Since every neighbourhood of 4 in the order-topology of S contains an
element smaller than 3, the addition of two neighbourhoods of 4 must
 .contain, a fortiori, some element smaller than 6, and 6 f 7, 9 . Therefore
we cannot find two neighbourhoods of 4 whose addition is a subset of
 .7, 9 , so the addition ``q'' is not continuous with respect to the order-
 .topology of S, q, F . Notice also that, in general, given a totally ordered
 .  .set X, Q , endowed with the order-topology, and a subset A, Q of
 .  .X, Q , the order-topology of A, Q is coarser that the topology that A
 .inherits from the order-topology of X, Q . The above example uses this
w . w .fact: The order-topology on S s 2, 3 j 4, q` does not coincide with
the usual topology as a subset of R.
2. CONNECTED TOTALLY ORDERED SEMIGROUPS
w xAs was proved in 9 , connectedness in the order-topology is a condition
good enough to guarantee the additive representability of a totally ordered
 .group G, q, Q . Consequently we may investigate the implications of
connectedness in the case of totally ordered semigroups. Unfortunately the
mere connectedness does not imply in general the existence of an additive
representation. We shall need some additional hypotheses as the super-
Archimedeaness considered before.
In what follows, unless otherwise stated, connectedness shall always refer to
the order-topology.
EXAMPLE 2 A Connected Totally Ordered Semigroup Which Is Not
.Abelian and, Consequently, It Is Not Additively Representable . Let
 . w . 4S s x, y ; x g N, y g 0, q` , x F y endowed with the binary opera-
 .  .  .tion ``q'' defined by m, x q n, y s mn, my q x , and the lexico-
 .graphic ordering Q . It is straightforward to see that S, q, Q is aL L
totally ordered semigroup. It is connected because it is clearly Dedekind-
 .complete and without gaps. However, it is not Abelian because 2, 0 q
 .  .  .  .  .1, 1 s 2, 2 but 1, 1 q 2, 0 s 2, 1 .
Remark 3. It is clear that ``super-Archimedean'' implies ``Abelian.''
Thus a non-Abelian semigroup cannot be representable by an additive
utility function. However, the conditions ``Archimedean'' and ``Abelian''
are independent: Observe that the semigroup given in Example 2 is
Archimedean. In the next Example 3 we introduce a connected totally
ordered semigroup which is Abelian but fails to be Archimedean.
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EXAMPLE 3 A Connected Totally Ordered Semigroup Which Is Not
.  .  4 4Archimedean . Let S s x, y ; x g 0 j N, y g R, x F y endowed
with the binary operation ``q'' being the sum defined coordinatewise, and
 .the lexicographic ordering Q . The semigroup S, q, Q is connectedL L
because it is clearly Dedekind-complete and without gaps. However, it is
 .  .not Archimedean because n. 0, 1 $ 1, 1 for every n g N.L
Even being Archimedean and Abelian, a connected totally ordered
semigroup may fail to be additively representable.
EXAMPLE 4 An Archimedean and Abelian, Connected Totally Ordered
.Semigroup That Cannot be Represented by an Additive Utility Function .
 . w . 4Let S s z, t ; z, t g 0, q` , t F z and endow it with the sum ``q''
defined coordinatewise, and the lexicographic ordering Q . It is clearL
 .that S, q, Q is Archimedean and connected. Moreover, it is not repre-L
 .sentable through a utility function even nonadditive . The proof of this
fact is similar to the classical proof of the non-representability of the
 w x .lexicographic plane. See 2, Theorem 24, pp. 200]201 .
w xRemark 4. In 5 it is proved that any Abelian totally ordered semi-
group which is not additively representable must contain a subset which is
 .isotonic and algebraically homomorphic to N, q, Q , being N sL
 .  4 4m, n ; m g 0 j N, n g N, n F m , ``q'' the sum defined coordinate-
 .wise, and Q the lexicographic ordering. In other words, N, q, Q is aL
germ of non-existence of additi¨ e representability for Abelian totally ordered
semigroups. This reason shows again that the semigroup appearing in
Example 4 is not additively representable. An interesting open question is
to find a germ of non-existence of additive representability for the case of
connected Abelian totally ordered semigroups. We could conjecture that
such a germ, if there is any, should look like the semigroup provided in
Example 4.
 .Let us see now an algebraic condition namely, sol¨ ability that together
with connectedness forces a totally ordered semigroup to be additively
representable.
 .LEMMA 1. Let S, q, Q be a totally ordered semigroup and let a, b g S
be such that a q b Q b q a. Then, for e¨ery n g N it holds that n.a q n.b Q
 .  .n. a q b Q n. b q a Q n.b q n.a.
Proof. It is a straightforward exercise to prove it by induction. This
wlemma has already been used in the literature. See for instance 7,
xp. 162 .
LEMMA 2. E¨ery sol¨ able Archimedean totally ordered semigroup
 .S, q, Q is super-Archimedean, hence additi¨ ely representable.
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Proof. It is enough to prove it for positive semigroups. So, consider two
positive elements x, y g S with x $ y. Let z g S be such that x q z s y.
Suppose that x q z Q z q x. Observe that by Archimedeaness, there exists
 .k g N such that x $ k. z. By Lemma 1 it follows that k q 1 . x s k. x q x
 .$ k. x q k. z Q k. x q z s k. y. On the other hand, if z q x Q x q z it
 .  .follows that k q 1 . x s x q k. x $ k. z q k. x Q k. x q z s k. y. We con-
clude that S is super-Archimedean.
THEOREM 2. A connected sol¨ able totally ordered semigroup is super-
Archimedean, hence additi¨ ely representable.
Proof. Again, it is enough to prove it for positive semigroups. So let
 .S, q, Q be a positive connected and solvable totally ordered semigroup.
 .By Lemma 2, it suffices to prove that S, q, Q is Archimedean. Take
x, y g S with x $ y and suppose by contradiction that n. x $ y for every
 4n g N. By Dedekind-completeness, there exists z s sup n. x; n g N .
Clearly x $ z, so by solvability there exists t g S such that x q t s z and
plainly t $ z. But now observe that x q n. x Q z s x q t, for every n g N.
It follows, by translation-invariance, that n. x Q t for every n g N «
 4sup n. x; n g N s z Q t, a contradiction.
3. THE POWER OF BEING TOPOLOGICAL:
ANALYSIS AND CLASSIFICATION OF CONNECTED
TOPOLOGICAL TOTALLY ORDERED SEMIGROUPS
In the previous section we found an algebraic condition that forces a
connected totally ordered semigroup to be additively representable. Never-
theless, it could happen that, even being additively representable, a con-
nected totally ordered semigroup does not admit any continuous additive
function representing it. To prove this assertion, consider again the semi-
group introduced in Example 1. With these considerations in mind we can
look for a topological condition that forces a connected totally ordered
semigroup to be additively representable, and, hopefully, to be continu-
ously additively representable. This condition indeed exists and certainly it
is the most natural one, namely: the fact of being a topological totally
ordered semigroup.
 .LEMMA 3. Let S, q, Q be a Dedekind-complete topological totally
 .ordered semigroup. Then, for e¨ery bounded by abo¨e respecti¨ ely, by below
 .nonempty subset A ; S and for e¨ery a g S, there exists sup a q A and
 .   .sup a q A s a q sup A respecti¨ ely, there exists inf a q A and a q
 ..inf A s inf a q A .
w xProof. See 7, pp. 176]177 .
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 .LEMMA 4. Let S, q, Q be a positi¨ e and connected topological totally
ordered semigroup. Let a, b, x g S such that a $ b and a q x Q b. Then
there exists an element y g S such that a q y s b. Similarly, if there exists
t g S such that t q a Q b we can find an element z g S such that z q a s b.
Proof. We only prove the existence of the element y, the proof of the
.existence of z being entirely analogous. Suppose by contradiction that the
assertion is not true for the elements a, b, x g S with a $ b and a q x Q b.
Consider the following subsets of S:
 4X s x g S ; a q x $ b
and
 4Y s y g S ; b $ a q y .
The subset Y is nonempty because, being S positive, we have that
 4b $ a q b. The subset X is nonempty by hypothesis. Therefore X, Y is a
partition of S. By translation-invariance, it follows that x $ y for every
x g X and y g Y. Thus X is bounded above, and Y is bounded below, so
by Dedekind-completeness, there exist sup X, inf Y, and sup X Q
inf Y. Let us prove that actually sup X s inf Y: Indeed, if sup X $ inf Y,
since S is without gaps there would exist an element r g S such that sup
X $ r $ inf Y. But, in these conditions r cannot belong neither to X
nor to Y, in contradiction with the hypothesis of connectedness. Now by
 .Lemma 3 we have that a q sup X s sup a q X and also a q inf
 .  .  .Y s inf a q Y . Therefore sup a q X s inf a q Y s b « a q sup
X s a q inf Y s b.
 .Remark 5. In the particular case of M, q, Q being a connected
topological totally ordered positi¨ e monoid that is, being ``e'' the null
 . q  4element of M, q the subset M s x g M; x / e is a positive semi-
.group , an analogous argument to that used in the proof of Lemma 4
 . shows that M, q, Q is sol¨ able. Observe that now, for every a, b g M
.with a $ b we have that a s a q e $ b « a q e Q b. Consequently, e¨-
ery connected topological totally ordered positi¨ e monoid is additi¨ ely repre-
sentable. In Theorem 3 we shall prove the more general and definitive
result that states that all connected topological totally ordered semigroups
are additively representable.
THEOREM 3. E¨ery connected topological totally ordered semigroup
 .S, q, Q is super-Archimedean, hence additi¨ ely representable.
 .Proof. By Theorem 1 b , we can assume without loss of generality that
S is positive. Let a, b g S, a $ b and suppose by contradiction that
 .   .n.b $ n q 1 .a for every n g N. Let A s x g S; n. x $ n q 1 .a for
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4every n g N . A is nonempty because a, b g A, and 2.a is an upper bound
for A, so by connectedness, there exists c s sup A. Observe that c g A. If
 .not, there would exist n g N such that n q 1 .a $ n.c, and since S is
topological, there would exist a neighbourhood U of c such that n.U s
 4  . .n.u; u g U ; n q 1 .a, ª . So we would find an element m g A l U,
 . .m $ c, such that n.m g n q 1 .a, ª . Therefore m f A, which contra-
dicts m g A l U « m g A. Now since a $ a q c $ c q c and also a $ c
q a $ c q c, by Lemma 4 there exist z, t g S such that a q t s z q a s
2.c. In particular c $ z, c $ t. Consequently, z, t f A. Two possibilities
may occur: either t Q z or else z Q t. Let us assume first that t Q z. Then
t q a Q z q a s a q t Q a q z. Since t f A, there exists k g N such that
 .  .  .k q 1 .a Q k.t. Thus, by Lemma 1, 2k q 1 .a Q k.t q k.a Q k. a q t s
 .  .2k .c. Calling i s 2k we conclude that i q 1 .a $ i.c « c f A, a contra-
diction. Assume now that z Q t « a q z Q a q t s z q a Q t q a. Since
 .z f A there exists q g N such that q q 1 .a $ q. z. Thus, again by Lemma
 .  .  .1, it follows that 2 q q 1 .a $ q.a q q. z Q q. z q a s 2 q .c, and finally
c f A, the same contradiction as above.
Now we analyze the question of continuity. We know that a connected
topological totally ordered semigroup is representable by an additive utility
function but we do not still know if these utility functions are continuous
or not. The answer is affirmative.
 .LEMMA 5. Let S, q, Q be a positi¨ e Abelian connected topological
totally ordered semigroup. Let a, b g S, a $ b. Then, there exist x, y g S such
that a $ x Q y $ b and a q b s x q y.
Proof. Since S is without gaps, there exists z g S such that a $ z $ b.1 1
Now z $ b « z $ a q z $ a q b. Since S is Abelian, by Lemma 4 there1 1 1
exists z g S such that z q z s z q z s a q b. We have that a $ z2 1 2 2 1 2
 .otherwise it would be z q z Q a q z $ a q b, which is a contradiction .1 2 1
In the same way we obtain that z $ b otherwise it would follow the2
.  4  4contradiction a q b $ z q z . Call x s min z , z and y s max z , z .1 2 1 2 1 2
Then a q b s x q y and a $ x Q y Q b.
 .LEMMA 6. Let S, q, Q be a positi¨ e connected topological totally
ordered Abelian semigroup. Then gi¨ en a, b g S, a $ b, there exists m g S
such that m q m s a q b. The element m g S is said to be the ``middle
w x .point'' of a, b .
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that there exist elements a, b g S,
a $ b but there is no m g S such that m q m s a q b. Consider the
subsets
 4X s x g S ; x q x $ a q b
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and
 4Y s y g S ; a q b $ y q y .
X and Y are both nonempty because a g X, b g Y since S is positive.
 4Thus X, Y is a partition of S. Moreover, given x g X and y g Y, if
y Q x then, by translation-invariance, it follows that a q b $ y q y Q y q
x Q x q x $ a q b, which is a contradiction. Thus, a fortiori, x $ y. By
Dedekind-completeness, there exist sup X, inf Y and sup X Q inf Y.
 .Moreover since S is without gaps, sup X, inf Y is nonempty. Because
 4X, Y is a partition of S, it follows that sup X s inf Y. Let m s sup X s
 .inf Y. If m g X « m q m $ a q b then, by Lemma 4, there exists
n g S such that m q n s a q b. Again by translation-invariance it follows
that m $ n. Hence, by Lemma 5, there exist m , n g S such that m q n2 2
 4s m q n s a q b, and m $ m Q n $ n. But m $ m , m s sup X2 2 2 2 2
« m g Y « a q b $ m q m Q m q n s a q b, which is a contradic-2 2 2 2 2
tion. Thus m f X. Similarly we can prove that m f Y. But this contradicts
 4the fact of X, Y being a partition of S. Therefore the assumption of
existence of such a, b g S must be rejected, and the proof is concluded.
 .COROLLARY 1. Let S, q, Q be a connected topological totally ordered
semigroup, additi¨ ely representable by a utility function u: S ª R. Let a, b g
 .  . w x. w xS, a $ b. Let u a s a , u b s b. Then u a, b is dense in a , b with the
usual topology of R.
Proof. It is an straightforward consequence of Lemma 6 and the
 w following easy fact: Given p, q g R, p - q the set A s p q k. q y
n n. x 4 w xp r2 ; k, n g N 0 F k F 2 is dense in p, q .
Remark 6. If we had known that the utility function u that appears in
the statement of Corollary 1 was actually continuous, then the proof of
that corollary would have become obvious because continuous maps pre-
serve connectedness, and it is well known that the connected subsets of R
are the intervals. Indeed, the continuity of the utility function u follows
from Corollary 1. We prove this in the next Theorem 4.
 .THEOREM 4. Let S, q, Q be a connected topological totally ordered
semigroup, additi¨ ely representable by a utility function u: S ª R. Then u is
 .continuous with the order-topology on S and the usual topology on R .
 .Proof. Let a g S. Assume that a / sup S, a / inf S. Let u a s a .
 .  .Consider a neighbourhood a y e , a q e of a e ) 0 . By Corollary 1
 .  .there exist s g S, s $ a such that u s g a y e , a and t g S, a $ t
 .  .  .such that u t g a , a q e . Thus s, t is a neighbourhood of a such that
 .  .u s, t ; a y e , a q e . Therefore u is continuous at the point a g S.
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If a s sup S or else a s inf S, a similar argument using intervals of the
 x w .  x w .type t, a or a, t and a y e , a or a , a q e shows that u is also
continuous at a.
We are ready to furnish a classification of the topological connected totally
ordered semigroups.
 .THEOREM 5. Let S, q, Q be a nontri¨ ial connected topological totally
ordered semigroup. Then it is homeomorphic, algebraically isomorphic, and
 . . w . .isotonic to one of the following continua: a, ` , q, F , a, ` , q, F ,
 .  . .  x .  .  .a G 0 y`, b , q, F , y`, b , q, F , b F 0 or R, q, F , all con-
sidered as subsets of the totally ordered group of additi¨ e real numbers
 .endowed with the usual Euclidean topology.
 .Proof. By Theorem 3 and Theorem 4, S, q, Q is representable by a
continuous additive utility function ``u.'' A continuous map preserves the
connectedness, and the connected subsets of R are the intervals. But the
 .only possible intervals of R that are nontrivial i.e., different from 0
semigroups when endowed with the usual sum ``q'' and ordering F are
 . . w . .  .  . .the continua a, ` , q, F , a, ` , q, F , a G 0 y`, b , q, F ,
 x .  .  .y`, b , q, F , b F 0 or R, q, F . Finally observe that on the inter-
vals of the real line the topology inherited from the usual Euclidean
 .order-topology on R, q, F is indeed the order-topology on those inter-
vals. This concludes the proof.
4. CONTINUOUS ADDITIVE REPRESENTATIONS
OF TOTALLY ORDERED SEMIGROUPS
Now we study which totally ordered semigroups are representable by
means of a continuous additive utility function. In Theorem 4 we saw that
all connected topological totally ordered semigroups are. But, plainly,
connectedness is not a necessary condition for that continuity: For exam-
 .ple, in the set of integers Z considered as a semigroup of R, q, F the
 .  .identity inclusion: i: Z, q, F ª R, q, F is obviously additive and con-
tinuous. Observe also that in this case the topology inherited by the
 . .integers from R, q, Q is indeed the subspace topology. Therefore, it
remains to study the condition of being topological. Is that condition
necessary for continuity? The answer is affirmative.
 .LEMMA 7. Let S, q, Q be a totally ordered semigroup, additi¨ ely
 .representable by a continuous utility function u: S ª R. Then S, q, Q is
topological.
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Proof. We can reobtain the binary relation ``q'' of S as a composition
 .u , u
 .  .of continuous maps, as follows: S = S ª u S = u S ; R =
q y1R u .  .R ª u S ª S. Observe that if we consider on u S the order-topology as
y1   . . an ordered subset of R, the map u : u S , order-topology ª S, order-
.topology is continuous because u is a utility function. But the order-
 .topology on u S is coarser than the induced Euclidean topology, so the
  . .   . .identity map i: u S , Euclidean ª u S , order-topology is continuous,
and the composition of these two continuous mappings is
y1   . .  .u : u S , Euclidean ª S, order-topology .
Looking for a sufficient condition characterizing the existence of a
continuous additive utility representation of a totally ordered semigroup
 .S, q, Q we conclude with a result that constitutes an extension for the
case of additi¨ e utility of the well known Debreu's open gap lemma that
appears in classical utility theory.
Let us recall now the statement of the Open Gap Lemma.
DEFINITION. Let R denote the extended real line. A degenerate set in R
is one having at most one element. A gap of a subset S of R is a maximal
nondegenerate interval disjoint from S and with a lower bound and an
 x w .upper bound in S. An interval of R of the form a, b or a, b is said to
be half-open half-closed.
 .LEMMA 8 Debreu's Open Gap Lemma .
 .a If S is a subset of R, there is an increasing function g : S ª R such
 .that all the gaps of g S are open.
 .  .b Let X, Q be a totally ordered set representable by a utility
 .function u: X ª R. If u X has no half-open half-closed gaps, then u is
 .  .continuous as a map from X, order-topology to R, usual topology .
w xProof. See 3, p. 38 and ff .
The strategy to deal with additive utility functions on totally ordered
semigroups is now clear: If we are able to prove that an additive utility
function never gives rise to half-open half-closed gaps, then that additive
utility function will be continuous. With this idea in mind we introduce
next Theorem 6 that generalizes Theorem 4 because it does not make use
of connectedness.
 .THEOREM 6. Let S, q, Q be a super-Archimedean topological totally
ordered semigroup. Then S is representable by a continuous additi¨ e utility
function.
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Proof. We know, by Theorem 1, that there exists an additive utility
 .function u: S ª R that represents S, q, Q . Let us prove that u must be
continuous, showing that it does not give rise to half-open half-closed gaps
 .  .in u S : Assume, by contradiction, that there exists a gap in u S of one of
the following types:
 . w .i a, b , a ) 0,
 .  xii a, b , a ) 0,
 . w .iii a, b , b - 0,
 .  xiv a, b , b - 0,
 . w .v a, b , a F 0, b ) 0,
 .  xvi a, b , a F 0, b ) 0,
 . w .vii a, b , a - 0, b G 0,
 .  xviii a, b , a - 0, b G 0.
 .  .  .  .In case i observe that a f u S , b g u S . Moreover, for every s g u S
with s - b it holds that s - a. Also, every neighbourhood of b in the
  .order-topology of u S must contain some element z such that z - a,
 .  .z g u S . Let n g N be such that n q 1 .a - n .b. Observe that there0 0 0
 .  .must exist s g u S such that n .a - n q 1 .s. Actually, if it were0 0
 .  .n q 1 .s F n .a for every s g u S with s - a, then we would have that0 0
w  .x  .s F n r n q 1 .a - a for every s g u S such that s - a, in contradic-0 0
  . 4  . tion with the fact a s sup s g u S ; s - a . Thus n .a - n q 1 .s - n0 0 0
.  .  .  .q 1 .a - n .b - n q 1 .b. In particular n q 1 .s - n .b - n q 1 .b,0 0 0 0 0
 .  .  .  .  . .with n q 1 .s, n .b, n q 1 .b g u S . So n q 1 .s, n q 1 .b is a0 0 0 0 0
 .neighbourhood of n .b in the order-topology of u S . Since ``q'' is0
  . .continuous on u S , order-topology there exists a neighbourhood E of bb
  . .  4 in u S , order-topology such that n .E s n . z; z g E ; n q0 b 0 b 0
.  . .  .  .1 .s, n q 1 .b . Therefore n q 1 .s - n . z - n q 1 .b « n .a - n . z0 0 0 0 0 0
« a - z, for every z g E . This contradicts the fact that every neighbour-b
hood of b must contain elements that are strictly smaller than a.
 .  x  .Let us analyze the case ii of existence of a gap a, b , a ) 0, in u S :
 .  .  .It follows that a g u S , b f u S . Moreover, for every s g u S with
 .   . 4a - s it holds that b - s. Since b f u S and b s inf x g u S : a - x
 .there exists, in addition, an element s9 g u S such that b - s9 - s. Also,
it is easy to see that every neighbourhood of a in the order-topology of
 .  .u S must contain some element z such that b - z, z g u S . In particu-
 .  .lar, a - 2.a g u S , so there exists s g u S such that b - s - 2.a. Let
 .n g N be such that n q 1 .a - n .b. A fortiori n ) 1 because 1.b s b0 0 0 0
 .  .- 2.a s 1 q 1 .a. Thus b - s - 2.a F n .a - n q 1 .a - n .b. In par-0 0 0
 .  .  .ticular s - 2.a F n .a - n q 1 .a with s, n .a, n q 1 .a g u S . In0 0 0 0
  . .   .other words, s, n q 1 .a is a neighbourhood of n .a in u S , order-0 0
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.   . .topology . Since ``q'' is continuous on u S , order-topology there exists a
 .neighbourhood E of a in the order-topology of u S such that n .E ;a 0 a
  . .  .s, n q 1 .a . Therefore s - n . z - n q 1 .a « n . z - n .b « z - b,0 0 0 0 0
for every z g E . This contradicts the fact that every neighbourhood of aa
must contain elements that are strictly bigger than b.
 .  .  .  .Cases iii and iv are similar to, respectively, cases ii and i .
 . w .Let us analyze case v of existence of a gap a, b , a F 0, b ) 0 in
 .  .  .u S : In this case a f u S but b g u S . Notice that b ) 0 « a y b - a,
  . 4  .and a s sup x g u S ; x - a . So there exists s g u S such that a y b -
 .s - a « a - s q b - a q b with a q b F b because a F 0 . Thus s q b
w .  .g 0, b . But this is a contradiction because s q b g u S . In conse-
 .quence, the gaps corresponding to this case v can never appear.
 .  xLet us study now the case vi of existence of a gap a, b , a F 0, b ) 0
 .  .  .in u S . In this case a g u S but b f u S . Observe that in every
 .neighbourhood of a in the order-topology there exists some z g u S such
  . 4that b - z. But b ) 0 « b - 2b, and b s inf x g u S ; b - x . Hence
 .there exists s g u S such that b - s - 2b. Now observe that 2 a F a - s
 .« y`, s is a neighbourhood of 2 a in the order-topology. Thus, there
exists a neighbourhood E of a in the order-topology such that E q E :
 .y`, s . But this implies 2 z - s for every z g E. Hence 2 z - 2b « z - b,
for every z g E, and we arrive at a contradiction with the definition of b.
 .  .  .  .Cases vii and viii are similar to, respectively, cases vi and v .
Remark 7. The key for the continuity of the additive utility functions
that appear in the above Theorem 6 is the coincidence of the topologies
  . .   . . w xu S , order-topology and u S , Euclidean . In 4 , the question of finding
good topological conditions that force the coincidence of the order-topol-
  . .  .ogy u X , order-topology and the Euclidean induced topology on u X
 . n; R, for a totally ordered subset X, Q of some Euclidean space R ,
 .X, Q being representable by a continuous utility function u, has been
studied to great depth. Thus our Theorem 6 extends such kinds of ideas to
the framework of algebraic utility where we are looking for additive utility
functions.
By matching Theorem 1, Lemma 7, and Theorem 6 we conclude with
the main result of this section.
 .THEOREM 7. Let S, q, Q be a totally ordered semigroup. Then
 .S, q, Q is additi¨ ely representable by means of a continuous utility function
if and only if it is topological and super-Archimedean.
Proof. The direct part follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 7. The
converse part follows from Theorem 1 and Theorem 6.
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Remark 8. While under the hypothesis of connectedness the condition
of ``being topological'' implies the condition of ``being super-Archimedean''
as was proved in Theorem 3, in the general case none of those conditions
implies the other: The semigroup introduced in the Example 1 is super-
Archimedean, but it is not topological. And the semigroup N that appears
in Remark 4 is topological but it is not super-Archimedean.
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